
 

OUR JOURNEY 

Bokio started in 2012 in Sweden, when co-founders Viktor and Mikael wanted to 

automate and revolutionise traditional bookkeeping by using Artificial Intelligence. The 

result is Bokio, a completely free, innovative and user-friendly accounting software 

which now has over 70,000 users. 

 

Bokio has come a long way since the start - we are now an international team of more 

than 40 employees from 9 different nationalities and still growing. With a young CEO 

(Viktor is only 28) at the head of a fast scaling team, working at Bokio is challenging, fun, 

fast-paced and innovative. 

 

The software not only facilitates accounting but also invoicing, tracking expenses and 

more. Bokio offers an all-in-one solution to help people run businesses smoothly. 

 

Bokio is looking towards an ambitious future. We are expanding to new global markets 

outside of Sweden with a UK launch in early 2019. Bokio is growing quickly with an 

increasing team of specialists developing the product and an expanding base of new 

users.  

 

ACCOUNTING THE BOKIO WAY 
When you own a business you want to spend your time growing your company, not 

doing your accounting. Traditional bookkeeping can be difficult and time-consuming, so 

we wanted to make it easier to do bookkeeping for free with a simple step-by-step 

process. Bokio is designed for small business owners and self employed persons to be 

able to do bookkeeping themselves quickly, easily, and most importantly for free.  

 

Using Bokio means there’s no need to be an expert in accounting to get it done quickly 

and easily. Our AI algorithm reads the numbers in receipts and other documents to 

bookkeep, saving both time and money. Bokio has an extensive list of features available 

at totally free.  

 

If you’re curious about how we make money as a free software, then you can read more 

about it here. 

 

https://www.bokio.co.uk/help/features/features/what-can-bokio-do-for-free/
https://www.bokio.co.uk/blog/why-is-bokio-free/
https://www.bokio.co.uk/blog/why-is-bokio-free/


 

 

 

FEATURED IN 
FORBES 

30 Under 30 Europe 2019: Finance 

https://www.forbes.com/under30/list/2019/europe/finance/#3803c5f83e89 

 

A Dozen Start-ups Promising To Revolutionize SME Banking 

https://www.forbes.com/sites/davidprosser/2018/06/27/a-dozen-start-ups-promising-to

-revolutionize-sme-banking/#127289837dea 

 

IDG Topp 100 

Ranked top 5 best finance sites in Sweden 

https://topp100.idg.se/2.39772/1.715686/topp100-2019-finans-forsakring 

 

 

 

CONTACT 
For press enquiries please contact: kathleen.s@bokio.se 
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